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Context

• Meetings
  • Every other week on Friday 2pm CET / 8am EDT / 12pm UTC
    • align with your own time zone / DST
• Attendance
  • 3 to 4 for meetings
• Tools
  • Amnesia portal
  • Slack channel
Projects (to be published soon)

• Malware Analysis Framework
• Updates of the FIRST Web page on tools → soon
• Malware Tools Overview → soon to be published
Malware Analysis Framework

• Why does your organization need malware analysis capabilities?

• Get the most for your bucks! Malware analysis for every budget

• Help to setup a lab and internal processes to find the answer the questions you get asked
Plans for 2022 – 2023

• Increase the number of active participants
• Publish deliverables and updates
• Keep the deliverables up to date, improve the quality